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Dear Enthusiast
Well, we’re back from the Audi
whitewash (well almost) but it
was good to see the Lotus badge
circulating the 24hr circuit. A
clever marketing ploy which
keeps the Lotus brand to the
fore. One of the LMP1 Rebellion
Racing Lola’s with full JPS
lotus livery came forth overall
with Audi’s taking up the other
four places in the first five
cars home. The other black and
gold “Lotus” Lola which was in
the LMP2 category completed 155
of the final 378 laps. I hope
the motorsport momentum keeps
going for the name - even though
they’re not Lotus’s on the track
at the moment. It’s got to be
good for the launch of the
Esprit (when it comes!!!).

section at Millbrook look like but my spies tell me that it was
a good turnout with 11 cars in
a bowls green.
the car park and a dry evening!
Anyway after much thumping and
Even Peter R turned up in his
cajoling of said pump and help
Esprit.
from various French port people
(and a dwindling battery) the Welcome back, also, to Tom and
towel was thrown in and recovery Judy Featherstone who we haven’t
seen for a few years. Tom still
services called.
After a short drive following has his S4 Elan and they also
still live in deepest Kent in
the tow-truck, we found ourWittersham near Tenterden. So a
selves in a huge repair/breakers
big welcome back.
yard with everything from huge
trucks to stretch limos in Both the Crystal Palace and
various stages of repair or Bodiam events were sunny and dry
disrepair. We even spotted a this year and thanks must go to
two-seater kart! (I wanted a Chris and Roger for looking
go!!). But they came up trumps after the gatherings. The SENLAC
as the French mechanic declared event at Bodiam was almost an
the pump to be the same as M100 takeover and Roger has
fitted to a Peugeot 504 - and supplied a full report over the
with plenty lying around, a page.
donor part was soon found. So an As for Crystal Palace, I joined
hour or so later the Esprit Ian in his Alpine and had a
sputtered into life and didn’t great time wandering around the
miss a beat for the rest of the paddock
and
watching
the
week.
sprints. This truly is a “must

So we had a great time and good
weather at La Sarthe with one
small hiccup on route. Sue and
I had left the ferry at Calais
and waited at our regular lay-by Ian is not one to toss the rogue
spot to catch up with Ian and part in the bin, so a postHeather when we got a phone call mortem was performed next day.
“the car won’t start” so after After we un-crimped the sealed
wandering around
unit,
I
was
the port with Don’t forget to keep up to amazed to see
I&H’s pal Mike,
that the design
date with the latest info
we located the regarding coming events etc means that the
stricken Esprit
actual motor is
by logging on to
and a calm Ian
totally immersed
northkentlotusgroup.org.
weighing up what
in fuel as a
might be wrong.
flow-thru
with
Also please forward your
Not much head event and gallery pictures the pump at the
scratching needend of the shaft
to Terry for inclusion on
ed to conclude
(mind
you
I
the site.
(well 99% anydon’t get out
way)
that
a
much), ie the spinning armature
seized fuel pump was the culprit and commutator are totally im- probably the result of the mersed! As Ian pointed out
shaking-up it got on a ramp to though, petrol needs air to
an upper level on the boat with ignite so
exploding, flamea surface that makes the cobbled throwing fuel pumps are fairly
rare! Unless you
know differently!
So our Le Mans
excursion meant
us missing this
month’s meeting
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attend” event. We bumped into
John & Pam P and John was once
again having some fun - this
year in the Monaco.

And was that Cliff’s ex-Esprit?

Hi John
A good time was had by all at the SENLAC Classic
Car Show. Seven cars met at the Little Chef. Three
M100s were provided Pauline (with John the
delegated driver for the day, Trevor and me of
course, and Tony's recently restored Elan Plus 2,
Chris Coudrey's new pride and joy alias a red over
white drophead Elan Sprint, Matt's midnight blue
S3 Esprit and last but not least, Simon's famous
(see the recent Classic Car magazine) Elite.
After coffee and, ok, a full English or two, we
set off in convoy for the showground opposite
Bodiam castle. John U joined us there to complete
an eye catching line up of four M100s and, facing the opposite direction, our dazzling line up
of classics joined by a fixehead Elan whose owner signed up on the day. There was plenty of
interest in all the cars so we spent the day chatting to interested visitors persuading them to
be a Lotus and join NKLG, chatting on every topic under the sun and wandering round taking in
the sights, which of course included a wide variety of classics, trade stalls and other
attractions including the beer tent, which featured beer from the recently opened Hastings
microbrewery.
John H and Andrea popped by to see us but we noted
that he still hasn't bought that Lotus he's been
threatening us with so we look forward to him
joining us with his new pride and joy at a classic
car show soon!
I think we just about all went home with purchases
we never knew we needed. After a quick play on the
way home, Chrissie pronounced my newly acquired
Jeremy Clarkson CD the worst 50p I have ever spent
although she was more forgiving of my plant and
book purchases.

In fact, the time passed so quickly, the castle and even the nearby steam
railway didn't get a visit. Still, there's always next year.

Roger
Events coming up - the barbeque
date has been changed to Sunday
15th and time is very tight so
please get in touch with Howard
or John for further details or
look on the website for the
latest info. The Lotus Festival
is looming large - further
details next month.
Also coming up is the Festival
of speed and have you spotted
the Bonhams sale including
several interesting Lotus cars.
The M250 concept - £20-40k,
described as non-operational.
It’s the one that the Evora
should have looked like!
There’s also the M200 (the M100
speedster). I can remember Sue,
Howard and me at the original
auction back in 1998 and this
unregistered concept sold for
about £14k - yours now for an
estimated £80-120k! Or how

about a now fully working Etna And I don’t know what this is
which went for a couple of supposed to be but ACBC must be
thousand then - estimate now; spinning in his grave......
£90-130k, ok, they are now both
fully operational and restored
but it’s nice work if you can
get it!
And here’s a couple of pictures
from John H. “It’s a JPS Jim,
but not as we know it” - I’m
hoping Graham Capel can track
down the culprit or maybe we
could have a whip-round for a That’s about it this month and
sorry it’s a bit late but I’ll
respray.
leave you with Richards splendid Monaco Classic report and
I’ll see you at the Plough on
the 11th

John
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Monaco, baby, yeah !!
So it came to pass on the night of the 1st meeting at the
Plough. Catching up with John Frisby I mentioned – “I
think this is a great place as a venue – but I won’t be
able to make it next month” “Oh really ?” says John,
“Why’s that ?” “Because”, says I, “I’m going to Monaco
– would you like a write-up ?”

hairpin bends. Couldn’t find the Matt Munro track to
“Days like these....” but it would have been fitting.
By the time we got to Vars we were at about 2500 meters
up.
The occasional motorbikes aside, the roads were
pretty empty – although we came across a very nice old
Healey who was enjoying the spectacular roads
(somewhat slowly).

Ah Monaco. In all the years I was seriously following
F1, I never managed to make it there. It was always too
expensive or the wrong time of year or viewing locations
looked rubbish or……anyhow, the advent of the Monaco
Historic race every 2 years has changed the dynamic, so
for 2012 it was GO GO GO!
The plan had been hatched earlier in the year between
my friend Mike (Who used to be a member of NKLG with a
black S3 Esprit); his mate Andy (who wanted to take his
Boxster) and my friend Graham (who some of you have met
at Le Mans on a year or two).
The intention was to travel down by Eurotunnel – drive
from Calais through France to an appropriate overnight
stop, and then arrive at Monaco the next day. Spend a
couple of days there on the south coast of France (not
in Monaco itself) & retrace our steps on the way back.
Therefore on Thursday morning at 5-bleeding-45 am in the
morning on my day off Graham and I set off in absolutely
foul conditions to get to the Eurotunnel. The vehicle
of choice was my diesel VW Eos. Let’s see if we can do
this whole trip on a single tank of fuel, huh? Arrival
at Folkestone saw a very nice DB4 with a very aloof
owner. His mate in the original Cobra was OK though.
Lots of Porsches’ queuing up (including a GT other than
Robin’s) as well as new Phantom & Maybach. The purpose
of the part of the trip was to eat up the miles on the
autoroutes.

We were relying
on a combination of 5-year old TomTom maps
and a new Atlas & it seemed to work
OK.
However you couldn’t really
make ultra-fast progress , so we
skipped a lunch stop.
We were
staying in the Cap Martin area about
10K east of Monaco so our chosen
route took us east into Italy for about 40 miles before
dropping down into France again. The border into Italy
was interesting, it was through a 3km long tunnel
(one-way only) that looked like it had been built in the
18thCentury! Once through this traffic became something
of a crawl I’m afraid as the roads are seriously not
wide enough for a car to overtake a lorry or coach.
Still spectacular – just slow!!
However, we arrived
between 5:00 & 6:00 so all was well. We were staying
in an apartment so stocked up on supplies for breakfast
& after nourishment (beer)was ready to face the next
day.

So we did.

On the Saturday, supplies loaded up, we walked to the
station for the 10 minute journey on the train into
Monaco (€14 for 4 tickets if you’re interested).
As
we left the fabulously impressive station we stopped for
a coffee. We could hear some cars warming up & it seemed
a bit surreal sitting in an attractive town square just
500 meters from some racing.

Obviously, within 1 hour of leaving the French coast the
sun came out! So roof down, sun cream on (32 degrees)
we hammered on to Grenoble and the delights of the Hotel
Ibis. 10 Hours and 975 km later (600 miles) we arrived.
No real hold-ups, no major problems with the cars (apart
from the heat affecting the VW’s stop-start) & multiple
windscreen washes, we were ready for tucker, booze & a When I go to races I always like to have an idea as to
bed.
what the schedule is likely to be, so I can plan where
I want to watch from (Start line perhaps). However what
Day 2 had similar weather – a decent lie in; breakfast
makes Monaco different is that you cannot walk around
and off we went about 10:00ish. We still had 420k to
the track & just pop up to the fence and have a look.
go (260 miles) but now we were going cross-country & to
For the Saturday we had pre-bought the Grandstand seats
let the boys play with the Porsche. The route was via
at the Rascasse (the last corner before the start/finish
the (out-of-season) ski resort of Alps Doux. The powers
“straight”). As this wasn’t the full-blown Grand Prix,
of VW recovery meant the stop-start was functioning
there was no large screen for us to see and, just as
again. Roads? – A non-stop orgy of switchbacks & blind
importantly, no Tannoy! Luckily, we had printed off the
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race schedule before departure and so had an idea as to the roads were awash & rockfall alerts kept one focused.
which events were going to be taking place.
The majority of the journey was pretty horrible
actually, as we tried to get Tom Tom to take us on a
The meeting consisted of a number of classes: PreWar decent route identified on the atlas.
Whenever we
(ERAs and Frazer Nash’s); F1 up to 1960 (Think Maserati thought we were going to make decent progress it took
250F; Coopers; Lotus 16s); Sportscars of mid 50’s us on another hairpin route. Thanks, that’s lovely but
(Allards& Jag C’s); F1 up to 1965 (Think Lotus 25; BRMs I want some food & my bed !
& Coopers);F1 1966-1970 (Lotus 49; early Marches;
Ferrari 312B Matras);
F3 from late 1970’s (Nelson Finally, at 11:15 (360k later), we arrived. Too late
Piquet etc – pre ground effect) and the feature race of to eat – eyes still on stalks. Thank heaven for the
F1 1973-1976 (Marches; Heskeths; McLaren’s; BRMs, good God of Beer. Monday was another day to just hammer
Ferrari’s & Tyrrell’s - oh & a JPS or two).
the miles back to the Eurotunnel. After a lie in we
just put pedal to the metal. Sunny again though, so
We saw a mixture of some fine driving & slow laps, and roof down all the way. Until we got to Calais!! Roof up
finally realized – about mid afternoon – that it was in again!! Interestingly nearly all the wind turbines we
fact qualifying rather than the “Race” it had said on passed were not moving. Monday’s figures were 958 km
the website schedule. Grrrrr – no matter though. With back to Edenbridge (595 miles) driving time 9hours 22
about an hour to go the mist rolled in from the sea and minutes. Ave fuel consumption 44mpg !!
just started to give a hint as to how fickle conditions
could be. A couple of mishaps for drivers of the March For the total trip – door to door – we went 2675km (1664
701 (who had just set pole); the CopersucarFittipaldi miles).
(remember them?).
It was just a great day – Andy
Middlehurst’s Lotus 25 looked gorgeous, and the Would I do it again?? Absolutely. But next time I’d
voiturette races were the real highlight – just throwing space out the journey over more days, just to make it
those cars around.
After the racing we had the more relaxing. Would I take the Elan?? Hmm – tricky.
wonderful opportunity of being ripped off for four The roads when you get to the south of France are lovely.
drinks
in
a
bar.
Well
it
had
to
happen It’s just getting there that’s the trouble, as I’m not
th
sometime(!)Generally though I have to say that prices sure if I’d enjoy the 4 gear howl of an Elan for 100s
were reasonable – no worse than Paris, for example, for and 100s of Km!! It’s on again in 2 years’ time. Start
making your preparations now…….
food and drink.

Richard C

Sunday was not
as warm.
We
missed the 1st race as well as we were packing. For this
day we were spectating at the top of Casino square. The
AC of Monaco had got on top of their organization as we
had both a screen and multi-lingual commentary !
The racing was excellent, but not without incident.
Obviously we were surrounded by Brits in the stand, who
were all appreciative of our national anthem being
played after the 2nd race, and the 3rd, and the 4th……well
you get the idea. The Lotus 25 won its race (Blue helmet
& white visor strip to boot). Mayhem at the start of
the 1970 F1 eliminated 2 or 3 fancied runners – finally
won by Duncan Dayton in his Brabham. From the back of
the grid I might add.
It still begs the question – how
can Judy Lyons be allowed to compete?? Sadly we weren’t
able to see the last race as our check out procedures
for the apartment were somewhat….onerous. It was just
as well though because soon as we got back to the
apartments the heavens opened (and that race started
under Safety Car conditions). Cars loaded we then set
off back to Grenoble. We had decided to use the major
roads for this part of the journey but we knew that it
would be longer. What we had not gambled on was the
weather. We were still in the mountainous region but
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